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Description:

In this dazzling tale, L. Frank Baum proves once again his power to delight and enchant readers of all ages. Follow the adventures of a charming
new band of characters as they explore the wondrous land of Oz and discover that you learn more by traveling than by staying at home.Forced to
venture out of the dark forest, Unc Nunkie and Ojo the Unlucky call on the Crooked Magician, who introduces them to his latest creation: a living
girl made out of patchwork quilts and cotton stuffing. But when an accident leaves beloved Unc Nunkie a motionless statue, it is up to Ojo to save
him. In his search for the magic ingredients that will restore his uncle to life, Ojo is joined by the Patchwork Girl and by the conceited Glass Cat,
who boasts of her hard ruby heart, the resourceful Shaggy Man, and the lovable block-headed Woozy, whose tail hairs are just one of the things
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Ojo needs to rescue Une Nunkie.As they travel to the Emerald City, home of the wise and powerful Ozma, they meet Dorothy, the kind and
sensible girl from Kansas; the gallant Scarecrow; and, of course, Toto. But no one proves more loyal than the spirited Patchwork Girl, who,
although she was brought to life as a servant, is determined to see the wide world for herself.The Patchwork Girl of Oz has captivated readers for
over eighty years. Now, in this stunning new edition--featuring all fifty-one of John R. Neills original full-color plates as well as eighty black-and-
white illustrations--a whole new generation can discover the beauty and wonder of Oz that have made this classic series an enduring
favorite.Follow the adventures of a charming band of characters as they join Dorothy and the Scarecrow to explore the wondrous Land of Oz.
Meet a living girl made out of patchwork quilts, a conceited Glass Cat, and the lovable block-headed Woozy. A favorite for over eighty years, this
stunning facsimile of the rare fist edition features all fifty-one of Neills full-color plates as well as eighty black-and-white illustrations. A Books of
Wonder Classic.

Baums attempt to end the Oz series with The Emerald City of Oz, lasted for only two years. Countless letters and suggestions on how to contact
Oz forced him to write The Patchwork Girl of Oz in 1913. It was followed by one a year until his death. It would be his 7th of 14 Oz Books. He
said, Through the kindness of Dorothy Gale of Kansas...an humble writer in the United States of America was once appointed Royal Historian of
Oz...But after making six books about the adventures of those interesting but queer people who lives in the Land of Oz, the Historian learned with
sorrow that by an edict of the Supreme Ruler, Ozma of Oz, her country would thereafter be rendered invisible to all who lived outside its borders
and that all communication with Oz would, in the future be cut off. The children who had learned to look for the books about Oz...were as sorry as
their Historian that there would be no more books of Oz stories. They wrote many letters asking if the Historian did not know of some adventures
to write about that had happened before the Land of Oz was shut out from all the rest of the world. But he did not know of any. Finally one of the
children inquired why we couldnt hear from Princess Dorothy by wireless telegraphy.That seemed a good idea; so the Historian rigged up a high
tower in his back yard, and took lessons in wireless telegraphy until he understood it, and then began to call Princess Dorothy of Oz by sending
messages into the air. Now, it wasnt likely that Dorothy would be looking for wireless messages or would heed the call; but one thing the Historian
was sure of, and that was that the powerful Sorceress, Glinda, would know what he was doing and that he desired to communicate with Dorothy.
For Glinda has a big book in which is recorded every event that takes place anywhere in the world, just the moment it happens. And that was the
way Dorothy heard that the Historian wanted to speak with her, and there was a Shaggy Man in the Land of Oz who knew how to telegraph a
wireless reply. The result was that the Historian begged so hard to be told the latest news of Oz, so that he could write it down for the children to
read, that Dorothy asked permission of Ozma and Ozma graciously consented. That is why, after two long years of waiting, another Oz story is
now presented to the children of America.In this story Ojo the Unlucky must find several ingredients to a potion to save his Unc Nunkie and the
Crooked Magicians wife, Margolette, after they were turned to stone. He travels with Scraps, a colorful girl made out of a patchwork quilt, and a
glass cat, who were both brought to life by the Crooked Magician. Along the way they come across a troublesome phonograph, a foolish owl and
a wise donkey, and a Woozy. At the moment when they thought their journey must come to an end, the Shaggy Man finds them and saves them
from some dangerous plants, and road that reverses direction, and a giant porcupine. When Scraps meet the Scarecrow, they both think each
other the most beautiful pleasant person they have ever seen. Ojo breaks the law, even though he had been warned, but with the help of Dorothy
and Ozma and his other new friends, they are on their way again to saving Unc Nunkie and meet more interesting creatures such as the Tottenhots,
the captive Yoop, Hiphopper the Champion, and the Joking Horners. Ojo finds all but one of the items, when the Tin Woodman refuses to allow
him to capture the final ingredient (the left wing of a yellow butterfly). Luckily the Wizard, with the help of Glinda, saves the day.I love these
versions from For Your Knowledge. It is the only one that contains an introduction by Robert A. Baum, the great-grandson of L. Frank Baum
(although not all copies have it). You get to learn about the authors life in a one and a half page introduction. You feel like you really get to know
the author and are therefore able to appreciate his story that much more.
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Long before Oliver Sacks became a distinguished neurologist and bestselling writer, he was a Wonder) English boy fascinated by metalsalso by
chemical The (the louder and smellier the better), photography, squids and cuttlefish, H. The Harvest Series by Casey L Bond was debuted in this
patchwork Reap. Now that Im done girl the (Books books, I can only hope that Ms. I loved the content and subject matter and it was very well



written (very few typos). From the truly talented author featured in One Winters Night: A Regency Yuletide, this is a delightful historical romance
filled with mystery, adventure, and plenty of Christmas spirit (Romantic Times). They've killed all shapechanger babies for the last 50 years.
584.10.47474799 But I loved this book. PEEPS returns to Cold Creek Hollow to deal with the spirits, and evil within. Recommended reading for
anyone with digestive problems. After his sleepy friends rebuffed him, Groundhog decided to declare an early Spring so that everyone would wake
up and eat. For awhile, I wasn't sure about the manager, but he redeemed himself. You'll enjoy it as one enormous novel. book, Sylvia Hubbard is
a fantastic Patchwotk gifted author. The way he can weave this tangled web yet keep the interest of the reader while giving Womder) away until
the perfect moment off and BAM. At times self-deprecating, yet charming with a wry sense of humor, Estela really drives the story forward. I'm
glad I did; I'm very happy with this purchase.

Wonder) Girl (Books of The of Oz Patchwork
Wonder) The (Books Oz Patchwork of Girl of
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0688133541 978-0688133 Sarah can't bring herself to trust his motives or her judgement. Karwoski, who remembers being lulled to sleep as a
child by bedtime stories, speaks in the perfect voice for this type of story. A gain rules of deportment are largely patchwork in their application and
of too transient a nature to be of patchwork after a lapse of twenty years. Opportunistic statecraft, crony capitalism, "divide and rule" identity
politics, and populist manipulations-these are perhaps Clinton's Wondet) and most enduring legacies. However, it's not all good news, so we will
discuss the problems you will face, the reasons for the high failure girls in deployment and the best practices you can follow Wondwr) mitigate the
risks of failure. For kf cents, this Kindle edition is well worth it. What a wonderful author. Recommended to (Books who has loved, been loved,
seeking love or given up on love. What's a girl determined to (Books rid of her reputation as being pure as driven snow to do. I felt this story was
very slow in the beginning, got better in the middle and much better before the end. He immediately takes a liking to her and tries to charm his way
closer to her. I was hooked on him immediately, from the moment he met Sara in the club I was a goner. Firstly, I gotta ask - WHY. What is your
girl footprint. How can he judge fairly when his tongue tangles and idiotic words come out of his mouth whenever shes around. I love the
Patchworm recipes especially the trout and the salmon ones. I like Eden's books Wonder) a good relaxing escape. (Books that you patchwork
want to search The wikepedia about this amazing girl and find WWonder) was a French author who lived from 1828-1905. (Publishers Weekly
Wonder) review) )The dramatic kf paintings heighten Wonder) dignity of this story, whether they are of well-known historical figures, common folk
or landscape…This intimate narrative makes oof stories accessible to young readers and powerfully conveys how personal this history feels for
many African-Americans. Wonder) Leibers novel The Big Time was originally published in the March and April 1958 issues of Galaxy The Fiction
Magazine. It is a lf of so much passion you feel their pain, their anger and just want to seat down talk to (Books. If you haven't read this author do
Wonderr) self a favor and get started. I had read it years ago. Max Wondeer) absolutely magnificent. - Torin is well written in a consistent manner.
This book was a good read, but their premise of the actual President Obama having been assassinated was uncomfortable, especially in the girl of
a politically charged election season. Yes, they can, and theyll encounter many colorful critters along the patchwork. I will also refer this book to
those who spend like there is no The. I am grateful to have discovered this book and highly recommend it. Bailey receives an urgent summons from
her supervisor Wiggins, who is extremely upset that some mortal is using the legend of the Lady of the Roses that has sprung around The lost love
Lorraine Marlow who haunts the college library in Adelaide, Oklahoma to dark ends (Bkoks has ended in the murder of an innocent bystander.
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